OFFICERS MESS RECORDS PROUDLY PRESENTS

DEXTER STRANGEWAYS
Hi

$%Name%

Hope you are suitably well. I would like to introduce to you the most enchanting sound of

2013. Please find enclosed the information and download links for Dexter Strangeways' debut release
Bodies which is released exclusively on officersmessrecords.com on April 8th and fully released on
April 15th across iTunes and all other major sites.
Illuminating avenues of the night with shimmering torch-songs is the enigmatic Alternative ballad
singer Dexter Strangeways. North London-based Dexter’s unique brand of post-modernism draws
parallels with Scott Walker, Nick Cave, Dean Martin and David Lynch. The eclectically atmospheric
single Bodies is a sinisterly swoon-some 21st Century ballad and is an example of music noir at its
finest.
A) Bodies
B) Stop Haunting Me
B2) O Silence
Dexter's intrepid mélange of shadowy art-rock music and neo-crooner sophistication is inescapable.
All in all, Dexter Strangeways is a breath of musical fresh air. Albeit a slightly chilly one.
Link to files:MP3s
http://wtrns.fr/UtdtQe8A2rcK-Tw
Press Materials (press release, photos, logo)
http://wtrns.fr/ct7-n5Sn4wkdJL4

Official Music Video

Would be terrific if you could lend an ear to the single and overlook the materials; press release,
image and cover art also attached.

If you could look to review the single that would be hugely appreciated, for any queries feel free to
drop the chaps at the Mess an email.

Kind regards,
Officers Mess Records
www.officersmessrecords.com

Dear $%Name%,
I would like to introduce to you the most enchanting sound of 2013.

OFFICERS MESS RECORDS PRESENTS
ALTERNATIVE BALLAD SINGER

DEXTER STRANGEWAYS
ENTER THE STRANGEWAYS SHADOW REALM
AND BEAR WITNESS TO THE HAUNTING SOUNDS THEREIN

Illuminating the avenues of the night with
shimmering
torch-songs,
the
enigmatic
neo-crooner: Dexter Strangeways.
Accompanied by his band & elegant string
section,
Dexter’s
unique
brand
of
post-modernism draws parallels with Scott
Walker, Nick Cave, Dean Martin and David
Lynch.
Dexter's mélange of art-rock music and crooner
sophistication is inescapable: A true innovator
in our time. The sound and vision fringes a
smokey, Lynchian shadow realm,
“demon drinks and smoke screens, whispers in
the night”.
The grandiose concept is particularly well
timed, as the music-scene re-develops its
affection for bands displaying a notion of
theatricality.

Officers Mess Records is proud to present
Dexter Strangways' debut E.P 'Bodies' - a
vibrant concerto of the known, the unknown
and the we’d rather not have known...
The eclectically atmospheric single is a
sinisterly swoon-some 21st Century ballad and
is an example of music noir at its finest.
Fans of Strangeways include The Pet Shop Boys
who proclaimed Dexter is "how Lana Del Rey
should have sounded".
All in all Dexter Strangeways is a breath of
musical fresh air. Albeit a slightly chilly one.
COMING SOON - Dexter Strangeways performs
in the film Bardo Thodal, which premières at
BAFTA before screening at film festivals around
the globe. “

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The planets align, the stage is set for Dexter Strangeways. “From the mist they arrive, merging into
sight”.

